SUBJECT: URUGUAYAN IMPORT SURCHARGES


THE COUNCIL AGREED TO RECOMMEND TO THE CONTRACTING PARTIES THAT THE EXTENSION BE GRANTED AND APPROVED A DRAFT DECISION TO THAT EFFECT. THE COUNCIL RECOMMENDED THAT THE DRAFT DECISION BE ADOPTED BY POSTAL BALLOT.

MANY REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDING THE MEETING REGISTERED THEIR VOTE ON BEHALF OF THEIR GOVERNMENTS. A COPY OF THE URUGUAYAN REQUEST (L/5335) AND THE DRAFT DECISION (C/W/386), AS WELL AS A BALLOT PAPER, ARE HEREWITH DISTRIBUTED TO CONTRACTING PARTIES WHICH WERE NOT REPRESENTED AT THE COUNCIL MEETING. CONTRACTING PARTIES ARE REQUESTED TO CAST THEIR VOTE ON THE DECISION AND TO RETURN THE COMPLETED BALLOT BY 30 JULY 1982.

A. DUNKEL

---

OBJET: SURTAXES A L’IMPORTATION APPLIQUEES PAR L'URUGUAY


LE CONSEIL EST CONVENU DE RECOMMANDER AUX PARTIES CONTRACTANTES D'ACORDER CETTE PROROGATION ET IL A APPROUVE UN PROJET DE DECISION A CET EFFET. IL A RECOMMEND LA REUNION DU CONSEIL. LES PARTIES CONTRACTANTES SONT PRIEES DE SE PRONONCER SUR CETTE DECISION ET DE RENVOYER LE BULLETIN DE VOTE DUMENT REMPLI POUR LE 30 JUILLET 1982 AU PLUS TARD.

A. DUNKEL